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PREFACE

This Memorandum, the theoretical portion of which was completed in

1960, is intended to serve as a basic aid in studies of orbital mechanics.

By presenting a relatively simple and straightforward method of optimum-

and nonoptimum-orbit computation, it should be of use to the engineer con-

cerned with preliminary raission analysis. In addition, the method of solu-

tion described here has pedagogical merit because it enables beginning stu-

dents of orbital mechanics to solve assignments involving three-dimensional

transfer orbits, without the need for machine computations.
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The determination of possible interplanetary transfer trajectories for

any specified date of depart.ure, in a realistic planeta.y model, is a complex

problem which requires the use of high-speed cciputers. Reference 2 presents

some of the solutions obtained for the case of Atrtian transfers.

For purposes of preliminary design and mission planning it vould be

useful to be able to compute some realistic transfer curves without extensive

mchine runs.

This Memorand= presents a method of solution wbich enables one to de-

termine arbitrary transfer orbits quickly and accurately u•ing only a desk

cocuuter.

Coplanar, as well as three-dimensional, surface-to-surface trips were

investigLted, and account was taken of the eccentric shape of the planetary

orbits.

A nmnnber of transfer orbits from Earth to Mars vere computed for two

arbitrarily selected dates of departure. The numerical results are sum-

marized in a series of curves which display the characteristic velocity ex-

penditures for trips of various durations, as veL'. as the orientation of the

departure velocity vector.

In the case of three-dimensional transfers, two separate regions of

mi.nlimal characteristic velocity are found. The two regions are separated

by a narrow belt corresponding to transfer angles in the vicinity of 180

deg. Within this zone of separation, which corresponds to departures at

right angles to the ecliptic, transfer velocities rise sharply.
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SYNBOLS

A, a a semimajor axis of elliptic orbit
Ae, z;, AO - specific values of the semimajor axis, as defined in Eq. (3)

C, c - chord joining departure point P to destination point Q

e - eccentricity of elliptic orbit

F - active focus, or function defined by Eq. (10)
*- vacan focus located on L, branch of Fig. 2

F - vacant focus located on L. branch of Fig. 2

g - function defined by E,. (9)

i - included angle between planetary orbital planes

L, A - eemilatus rectuzm

M - mean anomaly of destination planet

ML, M2 - values of mean szoml•y at departure and arrival, respectively

"NA, ND - ascending and descending nodal axes

NM - mean angular velocity of Mars (N.D.)

n - nuaber of complete revolutions of transfer vehicle

P - designation of departure point

Q - designation of arrival point

RE, NM - mean radii of planets Earth and Mars, respectively

r - radial distance from Sun

rl, r2 - mean radii of initial and terminal planetary orbits

S, a - parameter defined after Eqs. (1)

*In the following, whenever a letter symbol appears as both capital

and. lower-case (e.g., A, a), the capital refers to nondiensionalized
quantities. In all other instances, nondinmensional parameters will be
indicated by (N.D.).
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t - time

T - time (N.D.)

To = time taken by Mars to co-er prescribed arc (N.D.)

V, v a velocity

VcH, vC, = characteristic velocity

CJ.V , V~ - characterist~ic velocity components at departure and arrival

a, 0 - parazaters defined after Eqs. (1)

71 - angle subtended by ecliptic component of departure
velocity vector with Earth Is orbit

5 - angle subtended by departure velocity with ecliptic plane

e= angle included between transfer and destination planes

9 - transfer angle

00 a initial longitude difference of planets (two-dimensional)

- constant lagrange mAltiplier

-= solar gravitational constant

v = true anomaly

p - radial distance fr< &m (N. D.)

P2 a mean radius of Martian orbit

PM - radial distance corresponding to an anosmly M

0 = final position of Mars from ascending nodal axis NA

40 - angle traversed by Mlre, as given in Eq. (4)

01 - initial position of Mars

- location of Mars' perihelion, as shown in Fig. 7

a= position of Earth at departure

a mean angular velocity of Yars
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SUBSCMIPTS

a - ap•bel.on

OH a characteristic

E, M - Earth and Mars, respectively

i a initial

PO, - movement on transfer ellipse from point P to point Q

p - perihelion

r, 0 = radial and transverse directions in Murtian plane

X - refers to azw one of the subscripts F, Fi% or FF*,
depending on cirmwstances
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the planning stage of any interplanetary-transfer mission, there

exists, for purposes of preliminary design, a very distinct need for quick

and reliable information concerning the merits of the various transfer orbits

which can be selected to accomplish the given mission.

Two of the min items of interest during this stage of the investigation

are the tim of flight and the so-called camracteristic velocity of transfer.

Time, obviously, is of great importance if one considers manned space

missions, since it affects directly the crew requirements for the duration

of the trip.

The characteristic velocity, on the other hand, affects the propellant

requirements, and thus the size of the final vehicle. The influence on

vehicle cizc decreases markedly as one progresses to the use of fuels having

a very high specific impulse.

In the initial atages of interplanetary flight analysis, mission-cost

and flight-time estimates between coplanar, concentric circular planetary

orbits were obtained by the application of the concept of cotangential transfer

orbits, also known as Hohmann ellipses. ALthough these transfer orbits led

to low values of the characteristic transfer velocity, they required rela-

tively long transfer times. In addition, the use of these orbits presupposes

a propitious location of the two planets at departure, a condition seldom

encountered in practice.

Cotangential ellipses cease to exist in a three-dimensional model of the

planetary system, irrespective of whether the planetary orbits are still con-

sidered to be circular or elliptic. Even so, this concept can still find an
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occasional application for those instances when the target planet happens

to cross the nodal axis at the time of intercept, and the departure point

is situated 1800 away.

With the exception of these special cases, transfer orbits will lie in

planes of arbitrary, though determinable, orientations in space, depending

on the departure date selected and the time available to transit. The simple

back-of-the-envelope type of trajectory cmaiutations for the two-dimensional

circular planetary model that were introduced by the early investigations in

the field were replaced by complicated coding routines for high-speed digital

computers, into which the exact orbital positions of the planets could be

fed.

This Memorandum presents a method which allows one to determine and

compute with relative ease any type of two-impulse transfer trajectory, in

two and three dimensions, for a given date of departure if the time avail-

able for the flight is specified in advance. Since only elliptic transfer

orbits have been considered here, this implies that aong all the possible

ellipses which pass through the given initial point, and specified final

point, only that ellipse is isclated which enables the vehicle to spend the

prep.*Iected number of days in transit. Moreover, this calculation can be

carried out in a very short period of time (2 to 3 hours) on a regular desk

computer without the use of high-speed digital machines. In addition, it

is shown how the formalism of sace of the theorems of the calculus of ordi-

nary maxima and minim facilitates the location of those trajectories which,

for a given departure date, require the least expenditure of characteristic

velocity of transfer.

In Ref. 1, Battin introduced a very convenient geometric formwlation in

.4
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the two-dimensional portion of his work, in wohich he treated transfers be-

tween arbitrary points on circular planetary orbits. The necessary initial

locations of the planets were then computed as soon as an optimal trajectory

was found. The same geometric parameters will be retained here.

Starting out with a two-dimensional problem, we introduce a subsidiary

intercept constraint condition on the transfer orbit which enables one to

calculate transfers directly for only -those planetary configurations at de-

parture which are of current interest. The formalism of the optimality con-

dition for the present case, analogous to the one developed by Battin, is

somewhat more complicated because of the need to introduce Lagrange multi-

pliers.

The same basic approach is then extended to solve the case where the

destination orbit is elliptic in shape, and it is eventually applied to the

more realistic model in which the orbital planes of the planets are mutual3y

inclined to each other.

The difficulties introduced by the inclusion of orbital eccentricity

have been overcome by retaining in the series expansions of the planetary

orbital elements only first-order terms in eccentricity. The very small

values of this quantity for the orbits of Earth and Mars justify this approxi-

mation.

The numerical results of the present investigation were compared with

those of Ref. 2 and, to the order of accuracy of the data presented there,

were found to be in good agreement with them.
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II. GEOMETRIC PROPRTIES

The geometrical relationships vhich will be of use in the subsequent

development will be stated here without proof. Those interested in the deri-

vations are referred to Ref. 1. Distances, velocities, and times are non-

dimensionalized with respect to the astronomrical unit; Earth's mean speed

around the sun, •-, and its mean angular velocity , respectively.

For that part of the calculations in which the orbits of both Earth and

Mars were assumed to be circular, a transfer from a point P on the orbit of

the first planet to a point Q on the orbit of the second planet would take

place between the radial distances rI and r 2 of the transfer ellipse. Only

direct transfer orbits were considered here because of their lower cost.

For a prescribed angle 0 between the above two radii, the time of transit

will depend on both the magnitude and the orientation of the semimsjor axis

of the transfer ellipse. The time can be calculate& from Lambert's theorem,

a derivation of which can be found in Ref. 3. Denoting by F the active focus

of the transfer ellipse at which the Sun is located, and by F the vacant

focus, we can distinguish among four possible modes of transfer from P to Q,

as indicated in Fig. 1.

Which one of the following relations for the time of travel will be used

at any one instance will depend on whether the contour from P to Q and back

to P via the chord QP, traversed in a counterclockwise direction, does or
*

does not enclose one or both of the Local points F and F .

The sense of the motion will be taken as positive in the counterclock-

wise direction.

The various expressions for the d~imensionless time of transit can then
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Fig.1-Possible transfer ellipses
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be written as follows:

T 2,A3/2 -A3/2 [(a - sin a ) P - sin()

T PFQ - A3/2 [(a - sin a + (13 - sin 0)](c

2r*Q - 2A3/2 - ,q (id)

where the angles a and [ are given by the relations

sin 9

sin
2 2a

2s- rl +r2 +c

ra

Expression (la) is used when the contour does not enclose either one of the

fool, as in (a) of Fig. 1. When PQP encloses the vacant focus F*, as in (b)

of Fig. I, one uses Expression (ib). If, on the other hand, the active focus

is enclosed, as In (a) of Fig. 1, one uses Expression (lo). When both F and

e are situated within the contour PQP, as in (d) of Fig. 1, one must apply

Expression (Id).

Another useful paraeter in the semilatus rectum L of the transfer orbit.
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In its most familiar form, it is expressed as

4A(S -1)(S - P )
L - A(I e2) 2 sin 2 a ellipse (2a)

Ce

a 2mp parabola (2b)

24A(S 1 )(S - P) 29±= A(e -) = eBnh2 2 hyperbola (2c)

where p. a perifocal radius, and the angles a and 0 are functions of

-+ and C.

ri

For those cases where the time of transit did not have to satisfy a

constraint condition, the selection of the positive sign in the expression

for the semilatus rectum L led to lower values of the characteristics trans-

fer velocity. This can be shown by plotting VCR vs A, and it is found to

hold true for all values of the transfer angle 0. Now that the transfer

time has a constraint imposed on it, it can be shown that not all the dates

considered for departure allow one to follow an elliptic path with L+. To

ensure the existence of elliptic transfer orbits for all the possible initial

positions of the planets, and to minimize the number of complete orbital revo-

lutions before arrival, both values of the quantity L are reetAined in the

analysis.

One further point worth mentioning concerns the orientation of the trans-

fer ellipse. For given values of rl, r 2 , and included angle 8, this orien-

tation depends on the nmgnitude of the seminmjor axis, as well as on the po-
*

sition of the vacant focus F with respect to the chord C Joining P and Q.

The choice of the sign in the expression for the semilatus rectum serves to

determine on which side of the chord C the focus F will be located. Figure 2,
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Fig.2-Locus of the vacant foci for elliptical trajectories
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which is similar to Figs. 1 - 4 of Ref. 1, indicates the locus of possible
*

F positions, with the heavy branch of the curve denoting the region of L÷.

This curve turns out to be a hyperbola. If a particular position of F* is

chosen, the orientation of the major axis of the transfer ellipse is then

found by joining the points P and F. Depending on the orientation of this

axis, a vehicle leaving point P along a suitable transfer orbit would reach

point Q either before or after passing an apse of the transfer ellipse.

Referring to Fig. 2, a few critical points located on the curve de-

termined by the loci of F can be noticed. The point Fm is the vacant focus

of the ellipse with the minimum sealmajor axis; F. is the vacant focus of

the transfer ellipse with aphelion located at point Q. For values of 2 < 0 <

a third point of interest is F, wichli derines Uie ellipse with perihelion

at P. With each of these vacant foci there is associated a magnitude of the

semImajor axis of the transfer ellipse. Denoting these respective parameters

by Am, A0, and A., where

A rl + r + c

m 1

A- r2 /r-
1 r2 - r

r,, - r coso

At - r r. cos 9
2r 1 -r 2 (l +cos) G 2 2

and

A >Ac> AmA
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we can determine the orientation of the transfer ellipse from P to Q simply

from a knowledge of the magnitude of its semimajor axis A.

The dependence of travel time - on semimajor axis A of the transfer

ellipse is indicated in Fig. 3 for two arbitrary values of the transfer

angle 0.

Turning our attention for the moment back to Fig. 2, we observe that
*

for a given value of 0, the Junction of the two branches of the loci of F

occurs at a value of A Amin * The same behavior is also exhibited in the

T vs A graph of Fig. 3.

From Fig. 2, which happens to be drawn for 0 > 1, we note that as

A --, the direction of the major axis, or the line joining F and F on the

L+ branch, becomes parallel to the asymptote of the hyperbola of F . This

places the perifocal apse on the segment of arc joining P and Q. Since this

region implies high orbital velocities, it is reasonable to assume that

transfer times along this arc are going to be of short duration. This ex-

pectation is borne out by the L+ branch of the 0 - 60 deg curve of Fig. 3-

(The fact that here 0 < 2 will not alter the conclusions reached before,
2

except for the fact that now the perifocal apse will be located slightly

hicad of the point P, rather than between P and Q. Point P will still have
.

high orbital velocities associated with it.) As the point F slides along

the L+ branch of the hyperbola in the direction of decreasing A, the transfer

ellipses rotate in a clockwise direction, thereby moving the perifocal apse

away from point P. The attendant lower orbital velocities in the region

between P and Q -ill result in an increase in travel time T, as exemplified

by the lower branch of the 0 - 60 deg curve. The largest available value

of r along this branch will occ.ur when a value of A - A ln is reached. If
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longer travel times are desired, the vacant focus i* lil have to continue

to slide out into the F* region (L - L.), thereby causing the vehicle to

move past a more remote apofocal point, and consequently into a region of

ever-diminishing orbital velocities. The lower orbital velocities coupled

with the longer distances that have to be traversed as A keeps on increasing

will lead to longer transfer times, as shown in the upper branch (L_) of the

e = 60 deg curve of Figs 3.

For values of 0 > it, the L+ and L branches of the hyperbola become

rever3ed, thus explaining the 6 - 240 deg curve of Fig. 3.

An examination of the equations presented in this section discloses

the fact that for transfers between circular orbits where rI and r 2 are

constants, the time r as well as the semilatus rectum L depends only on the

semimajor axis A and the chord C between points P and Q.
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IIL COPLANAR TRANSFERS ETWEEN CIRCULAR ORBITS

Before looking at the more general and realistic case of transfers in

three dimensions between elliptic orbits, it is advantageous to start out by

considering at first the simpler case of transfer from the surface of the

Earth to the surface of Mars, assuming that both planets describe circular

coplanar orbits about the Sun. With some obvious minor modifications, the

am analysis would apply also to transfers to inner planets, such as from

Earth to Venus, or to the return trip from Mars to Earth.

It will be assumed that the mission is accomplished by the application

of two impulsive thrusts at both terminals of the transfer curve. The first

thrust enables the vehicle to escape the Earth's gravitational field and

leaves it with a hyperbolic excess velocity of a mgnitude and direction such

as to place it into heliocentric elliptic intercept orbit. The second im-

pulse is employed both to cancel the relative velocity of the vehicle with

respect to Mars, on its arrival there along the chosen heliocentric collision

course, and to overcome the gravitational attraction of that planet. This

will permit the vehicle to make a soft lunding on Mars. The assumed scheme

of transfer does not make anr allowances for the various losses (gravitatioal,

atmospheric, navigational, etc.) that arIse in an actual space mission nor

for possible gains from atmospheric braking on re-entry. Nonetheless, the

present method will be well suited to assess the rough over-all costs of such

a transfer and to give an idea of the correlation between launch date and

total velocity requirement. To hold the needed characteristic velocities

down to a reasonable level, transfers along elliptic orbits only will be in-

vestigated. The modifications needed to include faster transfers will affect

primri2.y the expressions for time of transfer and sernilAtus rectum.
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The complete surface-to-surface transfer trajectory was assumed to be

composed of three discrete segments, each segment being generated as a re-

suat of a two-body interaction.

The junction of the heliocentric portion of the orbit with the planet-

ocentric segments at departure and arrival was assumed to occur along the

asymptotes to the planetocentric hyperbolae. At each end, the planetary

influence on the terminal portion of the trajectory was assumed to be con-

centrated in an imposition of the appropriate escape velocity requirement,

which was added vectorially to the planetocentric hyperbolic excess velocity.

The major benefit which the present approach brings to the three-di-

mensional case is the ability to solve for any one transfer trajectory, given

the positions of the two planets at departure.

Consider the physical picture where the two planets occupy specified

positions along their orbits on the specific date chosen for launch from the

Earth. In the two-dimensional restricted case, only the angle between the

orbital radii of the two planets suffices to specifIy their relative position

at departure, their actual positions in their respective orbits being, im.-

material.

After the initial impulse is imparted to the vehicle, it will find it-

self with a certain initial velocity vector, in a heliocentric frume of refer-

ence. This velocity is already assumed to include the contribution from the

circumferential velocity of the Earth in its path around the Sun.

The two components of this departure velocity vector, in the radial and

transverse directions, suffice to specify completely the geometrical para-

meters of the transfer ellipse. Starting out with the above conditions at

point P, and following the selected orbit, the vehicle will intersect the



orbit of Mars at some future time, at- soe poant Q. Since this crossing

must occur at the precise nment vhen Mars happens to pass the saw spot, it

"becomes necessary to restrict the domin of possible deparure conditions.

A sufficient restriction on the departure conditions results if one demands

that the time of travel fron P to 0, along the transfer orbit, be the mare

as the time required by Mars to reach the same terminal point Q. If one as-

sociates with each time of transfer, defined by the appropriate equality in

Eqs. (1), a transfer angle 0 included between the radii r1 = r. and r 2 a r.

and remembers that in the present case Mars moves vith a constant angular

velocity, one can then writo

S40 e - eo - (2)

vhere

4- - t a angle traversed by Mars during time t
r2

*0 a lead angle of Mars at departure

vM - dimensional oircurnfaimntial velocity of Mars

n a 0, 1, 2, 3 - number of revolutions around the

Sun coupleted by the vehicle

For the selection of optimal transfer curves, the procedure of optimization

then consists of hunting among the various acceptable points Q for that

particular point which permits the mission to be accomplished with a minim--

expenditure of total characteristic velocity. This hunting can be performed

automatically by means of a high-speed computer, or manually on a desk calcu-

lator.



Another possible way of viewing the problem is the one in which we

search for that particular transfer ellipse which requires the vehicle to

spend a period of time in orbit of such length that both the requirement of

minlrl characteristic velocity and the restraint imposed by Eq. (4) are

satisfied simultaneously.

With the above physical picture in mind, it is easy to appreciate the

mathematical formulation which leads to the required solution.

The quantity to be minimized in the present case is the total charac-

teristic velocity of the one-way landing mission, given in nondimensional

form by

V {3 2-, 2 + K31/2 { - -2 _ 2 + 1 42K,11/2 (5)

2p. r1

K3 = I - square of dimensionless escape velocity at Earth
2ýtM rI

K4 = L = square of dimensionless escape velocity at Mars

The first term of Eq. (5) was the one derived in Ref. 1 for a nonattracting

Earth (K 3- 0).

The chord joining points P and Q can be expressed in terms of the angle

0 by means of

C2 . 1 + P2 _ 2P cos e (6)

where the angle 0 depends on the time of travel of Mars, ro' through the

relation

0 - 2r n 00 +NM ' (7)
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In the above equation, N , u' r- U/M is the dimensionless ,man angular ve-

lOCi00 of Mars, and (aA is the corresponding dimensional angular velocitv.

The reference timep is 58.12 dayrs.

The selection of a departure date fixes immediately the value of the

angle %o. In order to make contact with Mars on arrival, one has to require

that the time of travel in the transfer orbit, i, given by the appropriate

expression in Eqs. (1), should equal the time •o taken by Mara to reach the

saw spot, for every value of the angle 0o.

Tus

T -I (8)

is a required condition on the transfer orbit. Noting that by means of

Eqs. (6) and (7) the time o = 0 (eaoC) and that frz Eqs. (1) the time

,r - 'r(AC), one can vrite Condition (8) in the form-

g(A,c, 0 ) = T -•o as 0 (9)

Our optimization problem now takes the fallowing form.

It is desired to minimize the fuction - VC=(AC) given in Eq. (5),

subject to the subsldiai7 condition of Eq. (9). In accordance with standard

edures of the ontzrlus of ma- aend nulnm-, this entails the determi-

nation of an extremai value of a fumntion F, given by

mhere I is a constant Ierange multiplier. The extremla are obtained upon

setting

S.• •. o(11)
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The relation

F 6VcH C
T-= -U + X 0l

can be used to solve for X, which can then be substituted in the equation
OF
Z= 0. uhen this is done, the condition for an extreml in VCR becomes

T(A, C) 0(12)

in addition to Eq. (9).

A suitable method for computing optimal trajectories would consist of

the following steps:

a. For a particular date of departure the angle 0 is a known quantity,

available from astronomical tables. The angular positions of Earth and Mars,

reckoned from the ascending nodal line, are presented in Fig. 4. In the case

of circular orbits, both curves become straight lines of known slope. These

lines intersected on January 1, 1961, at which time Mars was in opposition

to the Earth.

b. A guess for a reasonable value of transfer angle 0 allows one to

compute C and T 0 by means of Eqs. (6) and (7), respectively.

c. In view of Eq. (9), Eq. (1) can then be solved for a value of the

semimajor axis A. This step will in general involve an iteration procedure

for A, which converges rather rapidly.

d. The values of A and C found from steps (b) and (c) above are then

placed into Eq. (12), and the value of T(AC) is compared with zero.

e. The procedure is repeated, starting out with a slightly changed

value of e, while keeping 0o unchanged.
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f. The graph obtained by plotting T(A, C) vs 0 vas found to be well

behaved, and as a consequence a technique like the Newton-Raphson method of

successive approximations could be utilized to speed up the convergence of

the solution T(O) = 0. (The dependence of T on 6 arises after the solution

of the time Eq. (1) for A has been carried out, so that A itself is a function

of 6.)

Where one is not primexily interested in finding only optimal modes of

transfer, but desires to get a fuller picture of the various trade-off values

resulting from changes in initial conditions, one can neglect steps (d) -

(f) and ccopute VCU after step (a). In this wy it is possible to see how

the characteristic velocity varies with the transfer angle 9. Figure 5

presents a plot of VcH against travel time for two chosen departure dates.

Figure 6 presents the two components VCH and V C2 of the total tiansfer re-

quirement: V denotes the characteristic velocity at launch, while V0 7

refers to the landing portion.

Me orientation of the transfer ellipse at the point of departure can

be determined with the aid of the angle y1 which the initial velocity vector

makes with the orbit of the Earth, as found from

tany, a A (13)

The calculated vatlues of V6,. fix the magnitudes of the hyperbolic excess

velocities which agreed closely with those of Fig. 1, Ref. 2, within the

accuracy to which the data are presented.

As can be seen from the preceding paragraphs, the procedure of select-

ing optimal trajectories for the present two-dimensional models differs con-

siderably from the one employed in Ref. 1. Whereas there, due to the absence

I I I II II I I I
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of a constraint on the travel time, all the ellipses possessing an A > Amin

could be considered as suitable transfer orbits for any selected transfer

angle eO the present specification of an initial position of the target

planet in general reduces this number to a single suitable ellipse. Further-

wmre, in Ref. I it was shown that there existed an optimal transfer ellipse

for every selected angle of transfer. This is no longer true where the semi-

mjor axis A is dependent on the transfer angle chosen through the time-con-

straint condition. Optimal =odes of transfer can now occur only for discrete

values of the transfer angle, or, htt amounts to the same thing, transfer

time.

For purposes of illustrating the method of solution in the coplanar case,

a numerical example is worked out in Appendix A.
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IV. THE-DIMENSIONAL TRANERS WITH ECOEMICITY

Up to now we have considered orny circular coplanar planetaxy orbits.

These rstrictions on the orbits will now be lifted, thereby extending con-

siderably the scope of the method developed. This will permit one to de-

termine transfer trajectories between elliptic noncoplanar planetary orbits.

Me elliptic shape of the orbit of the destination planet will affect the

manner of compting the travel time To of that planet, while the presence

of eccentricity in the initial orbit will change the form of the expression

for the velocity increment to be added at departure VC. In the mjority

of cases the eccentricities of the planetary orbits are rather small quanti-

ties. This makes it possible to simplify matters appreciab2• by retaining

only linear terms in e in the series expansions of the planetary orbital

elements. In particular, if one wants to be consistent in the order of

magnitude of the perturbation terms retained for the case of travel from

Earth to Mars, the fact that e.' 0 [e,] allows one to ignore the eccen-

tricity of the Earth's orbit when retaining only linear terms in the Martian

elements. This section will thus be concerned with transfers from a point

situated on an initial circular departure orbit to another point located on

an inclined elliptic destination orbit.

The angle * measured counterclockwise from the ascending nodal line to

the perihelion of the destination orbit will be asmmed to be fixed in mgani-

tude. For Mars, • 286 deg. The geometry of the present model is shown in

Figs. 7 and 8.

In three-dimensional maneuvers, Itae transfer plane will in general sub-

tend an angle 5 with the ecliptic and an angle c with the orbital plane of
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the destination planet. From s7herical trigonomtry

Cos e - sin i sin a Cos ) + Cos i Cos ()

where i denotes the inclination of the destination plane with the ecliptic

and w denotes the location of the Earth referred to the ascending nodal

line.

The transfer angle 0 is now supplied by the expression

Cos e = Cos w cos 0 + sin w sin 0 Cos i (15)

in which 0 denotes the angular position of the destination planet at the

time of intercept, also measured from the ascending node.

In the present case, due to the small magnuitude of the angle i, it is

reasonable to make the approximation Cos i 1, after which Eq. (15) becomes

cos os( -Co) (16)

and hence

e • 2Mn 0- (17)

With the mean anomaly denoted by M, the dimensionless radial distance

of Mars from the Sun becomes

PM - AM 1 - eM Cos + 0 e ]

(18)
= AM [. e eM cos NM (T - T p)

where
Pa + P

P = radius of approximated cirvlar orbit
AM 2 2
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¶p - time of perihelion passage

pap P pp radii at aphelion and perihelion, respectively

At time r - 1j which corresponds to departure, the true anomly of aeps,

vl, is given by

V 1 - Yllm + 28Mhsin I M~od. 2yr< ) (19)

where M1 denotes the initial mean anomely. If we follow the convention that

positive angles are measured in the counterclockwise direction, a negative

value for v1 would imV$ that this angle is measured clockwise. In order to

prevent this from happening, the ivstriction (Mod. 27r) should be understood

to mean that an angle 2r has to be added to the computed value 01 - * when-

ever this quantity becomes negative. If this is done, then v ill always

be located in the interval 0 - 27.

Equation (19) is basically Kepler's equation and can therefore be inverted

to solve approximtely for M1

Mlvl 2eM sinv v (20)

Similarlyj at arrival T - T2 and • " (w - *) +. - en (n - 0,1,2,..),

so that for the case n - 0

M2 -[(a) ) + 9 - 2 em sin [(N - 0) + 9] (21)

If we understand J to denote the total angle covered by the radius vector

from the Sun vhich rotates in a counterclockwise direction, starting from

the ascending node of Mars and stopping at the point of intercept, after

having passed in transit Mlare initial position Pf) it is clear that
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Ol + ". As used here, 40 represents the angle covered by Mars during

the transfer time and is a positive quantity. Adhering to the sign con-

vention mentioned in connection with Eq. (19), we see that v2 > v, and that,

in addition, v2 can exceed 2Tr in mgnitude.

The tI of transit from the initial point P to the final point Q is

readily available from the relation

T xQ - M2 M (22)•PXQ NM

where

The letter X in the subscript stands for any one of the intermediate

stations F or F discussed earlier.

The inclination 5 of the transfer plane is obtained from the relation

sin 5 - sin i Asin95 (23)
sin e

If we refer to Eq. (17), Eq. (23) becomes

sinB ini s in (i + L ) (24)

sin e

At aW point along its orbit, the velocity components of Mars are given

approximtely by the expressions

VM MM - N#2em sinM

(25)

- (~~ - M ~2 + eM cos M)
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The above relations are used to obtain a new expression for the charac-

teristic transfer velocity, as shown in Eq. (26).

VM' ý -Csr 4 /2 + 2PCsA -- - A- 2 Oo
CII~P ~ AV ) A J 2

+4eMCos 1 -I LL[ Cose . 2eM sinM M2,F L A + /
MTP 2 JM 2 2F A AT

(26)

(A derivation of Eq. (26) is given in Appendix B.)

As is to be expected, Eq. (26) becomen identical with Eq. (5) if we set

eM Mew n=O0

The steps necessazy for the solution of the present case are not too

different from the ones described in the coplanar case. Te =.in difference

arises in the computation of the time of transfer, TPXQ#

At the time of departure, the initial angular position of the Earth, rs,

and of Mars, ý!, are known quantities. If, as before, a transfer angle e is

chosen, one can compute the mean anomalies D1 and .2 from Eqs. (20) and (21).

Similarly, with M2 known, PM can be obtained from Eq. (18).

With the above information we can now find the length of the chord Joining

points P and Q from the relation

C2=1+M 2PM2 Cos e (27)
M2 2

where

0 2 magnitude of OM when M - M2 in Eq. (18)
2
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Having now obtained the values of - and C, we can continue with the com-

putational procedure outlined in the previous section. Equations (1i) and

(214) show that for given fixed values of a3, 0, and i, 'after account is taken

of Eq. (27), the angles 6 and e will depend only on the chord C. From this

we conclude that the condition of optimalitr, Eq. (12), is also applicable

in the present case, provided Eq. (22) is employed to compute the time T 0

appearing in Eq. (9).

The expression for the inclination y1 of the departure velocity vector

remians unaffected by the eccentricity eM and can be used in its initial form.

It was noted that for the two-dimensional circular case the only input

inforzmtion needed was the initial longitude difference of the two planets.

In the present case, their actual positions in orbit, to and 01, have to be

specified. In all other respects the method of carryIng out the solution

remalns unchanged.

Figure 9 shows a plot of VCH vs time for the three-dimensional model of

the planetary system. In each case, departure was assumed to take place on

Ootober 1I 1960.

It can be seen that the cutrves consist of two separate, parabolically

shaped branehes. One branch corresponds to values of the travel angle G <

180 deg, while the other refers to 8 > 180 deg. Due to the inherent geomtry

of inclined planes, transfers throuI angles in the immediate vicinity of

180 deg are, in general, irmpossible except for transfer trajectories that

origimte at the nodal line.

No regions of minimal transfer velocitv are now found for each selected

departure date, separated from each other by the narrow belt 9 - 180 deg.

Te value of VC min' on which the optimization procedure outlined before
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will converge, will depend on the initial value of 6 selected to start the

iteration. The VCH fin for long-period transfers will be found if one starts

the iteration with a value of e > 180 deg, while the short transfer time

'VCR rin is reached upon starting out with a e < 180 deg. An idea of the

change in orientation of the departure velocity vector as the time of trans-

fer, as vell as the transfer angle, is increased can be gained from Fig. 10.

This figure presents the two angles 5 and 7, plotted against transfer time T.
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Appendix A

NUMERICAL EXALE

A numerical example is vorked out in detai. in this appendix to illus-

trate the general method of solution.

For the sake of convenience, a two-dimensional circular pluneta•y wodel

has been selected, with the following input &;ta:

8o - initial longitude difference - 30 deg
(Mars leading the Earth)

e - transfer angle = 140 deg

Pi a 1.0 = radius at point of departure P

-2 " 1.523 - radius at point of arrival Q

Prom the above data, the chord joining points P and Q is computed to be

C -a + 1.5232 -2 " 1.523 cos 14001 1/2 " 2.3776

With the dimensionless an angular velocity of Mars given by

VM r 1 -- 0

I' r. jit- 1.523 -052

ve find that the time required by Mars to traverse and angle 8 - 0 is

8-0 __0_=_3_606

N- - 57.206 - 0-53T? 366

The value of the mninIm senilmaor axi A. for the present case is

A- 1 .2 +2= 1.22515

The example chosen here happens to have a value of the transfer angle

0 < , so that, in accordance with the discussion presented in connection
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with Fig. 3, the appropriate expression for the time of transit would have

to be selected from Eqs. (la) or (Ib) (¶PQ and . The selection can

be narrowed down further if we determine whether ro is greater or smaller

than the value of r at A = A__, at -.&ich point T = "

'r PQA3/2 [(a- sin a) - (•- sin 0)]

For the present case

1+ P2 + C
Sm 2 a 2.4503

S- C = 0.0727

thus

o6 2 sin-' 2 -ln 2.450E,3 2 s±n -

s - c -.
Om 2 sin' C = 2 sin 2.5 - 0. 3462

sin =0 in P. - 0.3393

,- (1.22515)3/2 3.1416 - 0.3462 + 0.3393 - 4.251

Now that we have deternined that T0 < Tn, we conclude, with the aid of

Fig. 3, that the appropriate time expression to b. used in the present case

is the ¶FQ relation; the vacant focus of the proper transfer ellipse will be

located on the L+ branch of the curve of Fig. 2.

What remains to be done now is to aolve from the expression for •p,

Eq. (1a), for the correct value of A which satisfies the condition

TPo¶ W To - 3.6061
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This will be accerli~shed by a trial-and-error procedure which can be

suitably adapted to locate the proper root very quickly.

Let us start out with a first guess for A.

Guess 1: A -1.32

A3/2 - 1.5167

1"2 sin 1  /L - s±n,0 0.9634 - 2.5988

= 2 sin 1 . =2 - 2 sin"' 0.16595 a 0.3334

sin a - 0.51654 sin 0 - 0.32726

and

T - 1.5167 [2-.5 - 0.51654 - 0.3334 + 0.327261 a 3.1489

Since this value is sma1er than the desired onep we would have to take

a mller value of A as a second guess. In order to come up with an intelli-

gent second guess for A, we can make use of the shape of the T vs A curve

of Fig. 3, in particular that port•on in the neighborhood of the point (,r,, A,).

If ve draw a curve between the latter point and the point (3.1429, 1.32) as

shown in Fig. Ui, such that dx/dA - w at AP.e find that at a value of

T 3.6, A -1.25.

Accordingly we let our second guess be

Ouss 2: A - 1.25

A3/2 - 1.3975

a - 2 sin 1  2.450 sin.1 0.99001 - 2.8588

IV2.5
sin a a 0.28 - s7ni 0.17053 0.3276

sin a =0.28)67 smn . O. 33608
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and

'- 1.3975 [2.8588 - 0.-2867 - 0.34276 + 0.336081 - 3.5851

Plotting a corrected curve in Fig. 11 through tUe three known points,

we find that a third guess should be around A - 1.2485.

Guess g: A - 1.2485

Repeating the calculations performed before, we arrive at a value for

time T of 3.613. To the degree of accuracy needed, a satisfactory solution

can be taken to be a value of A - 1.2487.

The total characteristic transfer velocity can now be conputed from

Eq. (5). First we shall compute the constants X 3 and 1 appearing there:

K 2" r. I ese (6.95 mi/sec

-- - - e 1.j /e .--- y --- o.141
"3 RE P V 18.5 mi/sec

2.

1

where vE eso and vM esc are the surface escape velocities for Earth and Mars,

r~sapctively.

The megnitude of the semilatus rectum L, calculated from Eq. (2a), is

found to be L = 1.187.

With the above values, Eq. (5) gives

v . ."" '+ ° }1/2
c'; f3-1{3 1 - 2,[1.17 +o.1412}

+ 1 f34 - i - 2 + 1.523 o.o81}/2

- 0.4020 + 0.1944. - 0.5964
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Since the two members of the above sum supply the velocity requirements

at departure and arrival, respectively., we find in dimensional form

V - 0.59& * 97,680 - 58,256 ft/sec

V CH, - 0.4020 o 97,680 = 39,267 ft/sec

V72- 0.1944 * 97,680 - 18,989 ft/sea

Mhe angle 71 which the departure velocity vector subtends with the Earth's

orbital path is found to be

.A. A - 03023 - 5047

This completes the Illustrative computation for the two-dimensional

example chosen. The same basic scheme can, of course, be followed also in

the more complicated case of three-dimensional circular-to-elliptic transfers,

provided the tiza io is properly evaluated and the radius pM2 has been de-

termined In accordance with the method outlined previously.
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Appendix B

CUARACTERISTIC TRANSFER VELOCITY IN T DIMNSIONS

The velocity components of a body moving along a conic oection, projected

onto the radial and transverse directions, were given by Eqs. (2.1.2) and (2.1.3)

of Ref. 1. Applying these expressions to the planet Mars ve have

2/

HM L r 2

(B.1)

In the above relations, rM denotes the instantaneous radial distance of
Mars vhile r2 denotes the average radius of the orbit which, to first-order

terms in ef equals the semimj•or axis am. The term IM is the semilatus

rectum of the Martian orbit.

If one eZmplys the relations

rM: r2 11- eM Cos M]

(B.2)

IM r2 [1 - e M]

differentiates the first to obtain ;w and substitutes both into the

expression of Eq. (B.e), one finds that for smal. values of am

- , a em sin M
vr2

(D.3)

.. L + am Cos M)
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Denoting by vR, the velocity of the vehicle relative to a nonattracting

planet located at point Q, we can write

v -.+ (Z) uIn2e + )M coo e- 2(.4)

we (;)M and (r;)M are the heliocentric velocity components of thb vehicle

in its own plane of motion, evaluated at the point of intersection of the

transfer plane with the Martian orbit, and are given by

(;)M [ a~- ]
Sn:-

(B.5)

(re)

The symbols 1 and a refer respectively to the senilatus rectum and semi-

major axis of the transfer ellipse. Equations (B.3) and (B.5) can now be

substituted into Eq. (B.4). After ey.Tanding sam of the terms, retaining

only linear terms in ew and combining them appropriately, one is led eventu-

aly to the foUlowing nondimensionalized relation for V2

RQ

{3 ~2/ cos e +1I4e CosM 2 (J.ýL~o~
RQ p' A M M2;P

2 2L

(B.6)

-2esinM2  P2 A

For the departure portion of the transfer, the angle 5 takes the place

of the angle e used above. The relative departure velocity increment is
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Upn 1ncluuai.on of the planetocentrra gravitationa.l take,-off as4d landing

requirmients throwuh the relations

V2  V2  . V2  + P (B.8)

T.0 R RE

and

ot .y2 aV2 +s (B3.9)

one finds for the total aharasteristic surfmoe-to..surface transfer velocity

-cj V *1+VC the relation shown in Eq. (26).
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